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Abstract

A fundamental method of shifting phase frequency
in the inductor-converter bridge (ICB) for the purpose
of controlling che power In real time is presented.
Transient switching sequences needed to Implement
phase-frequency shifting can be developed by the use of
this method and the other five system constraints. Two
of the constraints that have been expressed in equation
form so far are presented. Finally, an alternative
algorithm for computing the frequency shirting tran-
sient sequences in real time is suggested.

Introduction

The ICB is a solid state dc-ac-dc converter system
for reversible energy transfer between ewo high Q induc-
tors, Fig. 1. The converter SCR's are naturally com-
mutated by a set of y-connected capacitors on the ac
lines of the circuit. The circuit Is designed so that
in every converter cycle, a very small fraction of the
magnetic energy is stored in the capacitors and than
transferred. The Inherent efficiency and real time
control of power in either direction make these cir-
cuits a specially suitable power supply for pulsed
superconductive magnets. Two such applications are the
superconductive equilibrium field colls of the pro-
jected Tokamak fusion power reactors asd superconduc-
tive magnets needed in the future particle accelerators.
In such systems, Che load constitutes one of the ICB
colls, the other coil balng a storage superconductive
coil. Stored energy is supplied Eo and retrieved from
the load.

The details of operation of the ICB may be found
in references 1 and 2. It has been shown analytical-
ly3 '̂  that the transferred power la the ICB circuit is
controlled by two parameters of the storage and load
converters: their relative operating phaaa and their
operating frequency. Equation (1) shows the instanta-
neous average power delivered to the load.

<p> . S * S* <T-> [i-(-i)n] sin2 ̂  Sin n«

£ " < V <1L> (1)

where n " Fourier harmonic number of the phase
currants

C • capacitance per phaaa

and the other variables are defined In the appendix.
Varying the controlling parameters • and u In real time
requires inducing careful tranelent switchings on eke
converters as described in this paper.

Transient Switching in the K B

A bridge transient switching is defined as a tem-
porary Increase or decrease of the tine lntnrvals be-
tween SCR firings. Switching transients may be Induced

•Work supported by Che U.S. Department of Energy.
tAlso at the University of Wisconsin, Madison, HI.
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to control the operating phase, frequency, or both. A
successful transient switching should satisfy six con-
straints imposed by the ICB circuit and the controlling
system:

1. meet the operating phase demand,
2. meet che frequency demand,
3. should not cause phase overvoltages,
4. should not cause SCR commutation failure,
5. should not causs phase voltage unbalance,
6. should be as fast as possible.

Phase Shifting Transients

The relative phase of the two converters is altered
by delaying or advancing the relative switching events
of the two converters. The simplest way to Induce a
phase shifting transient and meet constraint 5 above is
a three-step transient, Fig. 2. The three steps are a
characteristic of the three-phase ICB. Constraints 3
and 4 can necessitate the phase shift to be induced by
more than the m-iiUnim three steps. In these cases, a
multistep transient is produced by superposition of
several three-step fundamental transients in tandem.

In general, an n-scep transient switching sequence
can be constructed from the sum of n switching sequence
components.5 The sequence may be defined as follows:
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where che variables are defined in the appendix. Based
on Eq. (2), a general n-step transient switching se-
quence will be
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A Frequency Shifting Algorithm

The next best way to the analytical calculation of
the transient intervals is choosing the intervals in s
reasonable way and then testing them against the cir-
cuit constraints. The following is an example algo-
rithm for computing the intervals of a frequency
shifting transient.

(8)

This Is an iterative formula chat computes the inter-
vals of an n-step transient from those of an (n-l)-step
transient. The iteration starts from the fundamental
or three-step transient,

The matrix [A3Jis called the characteristic transient (3)N
n-atrix of the three-phase ICB. Other multiphase ICB
circuits will have thalr own unique characteristic
transient matrix.

Frequency Shifting Transients

The frequency of operation of the ICB circuit is
altered by increasing or decreasing the tine Intervals
between the SCR firings on both converters. The sim-
plest way of changing frequency, while observing con-
straint 5, is a three-step transient. Pig. 3. Note
that the fundamental transient for frequency shifting,
S 2

( n ), is different from that for phase shifting,
53(0). It can ba seen, from Inspection of Fig. 3, that
a pure frequency shift will altar the ICB operating
phase. To correct for this, a three-step compensating
phase shift may ba superimposed on the frequency shift-
ing transient. The resulting transient sequence, from
Eq. (3) will be

(3) + S, (3) (3) (5)

If more transient steps are necessary to meet the con-
straints, the general Eqa. (2), (3) and (4) are used.

It Is possible to control both phase and frequency
in one transient sequence. A phase-frequency shifting
transient sequence la produced exactly as a frequency
shifting sequence. However, tha phase compensating
sequence is adjusted to produce a new phase rather than
maintain the original phase.

At*.
^ - (At0 - (9)

This algorithm produces smoother transition from one
frequency to the next as the number of transient steps
are increased. Thus, the chances of meeting con-
straints 3 and 4 are improved. The commutation thres-
hold curves (constraint 4) of the three-step transient
have been computed by a digital computer and shown In
Figs. 4 and 5.

Conclusion

The instantaneous equation of the load average
power in the ICB circuit shows that this system varia-
ble can ba controlled by tha frequency and relative
phase of the converters. Real time control of phase
frequency requires inducing transient switching se-
quences on the converters. These sequences must comply
with the six constraints for successful and optimal
operation of the systea.

This papar presented a fundamental technique for
shifting phase frequency while maintaining phase volt-'
aga balance. The technique produces (n-1) unknown time
Increments where a Is tha number of transient Inter-
vals. These unknowns are to be calculated from the
other constraint aquations, two of which ara presented.

As an alternative, a method of "picking" reasonable
transient Intervals and then checking them against the
constraints is suggested.
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Constraint S la represented by Gq. (4). Constraints 3,
4, and 6 may similarly be translated to equation fora.
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Appendix

Definition of Symbols

<ic> • average storage coll current.

<iL> • average load coll current.

m » operating bridge frequency la radians.

u>g • operating bridge frequency before transients.

u^ - operating bridge frequency after transients.

* - lead angle of the load bridge over the stor-
age bridge in degrees. One bridge cycle is
380°.

* 0 - lead angle of the loud bridge before transi-
ents.

*. » lead angle of the load bridge after transi-
ents.

A* • Increment of lead angle of the load bridge.

Atfl • firing interval before transients.

At. - firing interval after transients.

At, - increment of time Interval to change the
operating frequency.

At* - lead tine of the load bridge over the storage
bridge in second*.

A [it*] - Increment of lead time of the load bridge.

At*.

At
(n) .

IS

i

[At] -

(1) _
SL

N

lead time of the load bridge before tran-
sients.

lead tine of the load bridge after tran-
sients.

1 £h_ interval of an n-step transient on
the storage bridge.

i th interval of an n-step transient on
the load bridge.

Increment of time Interval corresponding
to the i th_ sequence component.

vector of time increments.

sequence vector of the intervals of an n-
step transient switching.

i £h_ sequence component of an n-step tran-
sient.

sequence vector of the transient Intervals
on the storage bridge.

sequence vector of the transient intervals
on the load bridge.

characteristic transient matrix of a j-
phase bridge.

the period of one bridge cycle in seconds.

bridge period before transients,

bridge period after transients.
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Pig. 1. Circuit Diagram for the 3-Capacitor Model IC Bridge.
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